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There have been more than ten years since foreign capital mergered the 
state-owned enterprises in China. Foreign Mergers & Acquisitions is a sword 
with two blades, on one hand, it is good to offset the capital gap of the 
state-owned enterprises’ reform, to improve the share-right structure and 
management structure, to promote the property right institution’ reform and 
the management mechanism’ transform to set up modern enterprise institution; 
In addition ，it can introduce advance management experiences、technology 
and talents to strengthen the enterprises’ competitive ability and accelerate 
enterprises to come up with the modern and international development of the 
world , it makes a active and profound significance to promote the state-owned 
enterprises’ further reform. On the other hand, there have appeared many 
urgent problems in the process of foreign capital mergering the state-owned 
enterprises, such as: monopoly、venture incorporation、state-owned asset’s loss, 
which bring negative influences to our country’s economic development. After 
analyzing the exisited legal problems in the process of foreign M&A and 
introducing the legal supervisions and practices about foreign M&A of other 
countries, the author puts forward some personal proposals on how to establish 
and perfect our systematic legislation about foreign M&A by referring to the 
legislation experience about foreign M&A of other countries, hoping these 
proposals can help Chinese enterprises catch the opportunities to get the most 
out of the advantage of foreign M&A to protect their own benefits , ultimately 
promote our market economic development and perfect our systematic 
legislation. This article is consist of four chapters, the first chapter is a 
summarization about foreign M&A, through analyzing the basic conception 














merger the state-owned enterprises; The second chapter analyzes the positive 
influences and exisited legal problems in the process of foreign M&A, clarify 
the necessary of establishing and perfecting our systematic legislation about 
foreign M&A. The third chapter mainly introduces the legislations and 
practices about foreign M&A of other countries, expecting which can give us 
some reference on how to establish and perfect our systematic legislation 
about foreign M&A. The last chapter puts forward some personal proposals on 
how to establish and perfect our foreign M&A systematic legislation by 
referring to the legislations and practices of other countries. To realize this 
goal ,the author thinks we should set down our Foreign Investment Law、
Enterprise Merge Law、Antimonoply Law and perfect related legal systems to 
supervise effectively the behavior of foreign M&A. 
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